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Thisinvention relates to blank ‘feeding ‘apparatus and 
more particularly to apparatus for positively andsucces~ 
sively separating and removing relatively‘ long and ?exible 
blanks from an edge supported stack of similar blanks 
and depositing the same in predetermined spaced relation 
shipon a blank conveyor. 

Elongated and ?exible blanks made from paperboard, 
?berboard and like sheet material are di?icult to sep 
arate and deposit on a blank conveyor in predetermined 
spaced relationship. ‘One of the reasons ‘for this diffi 
culty is the tendency of the endmost blank to adhere‘ to 
the nextiadjacent blank which often results‘in the dis 
position of two or more blanks in adhered relation on 
theblank conveyor. Also,‘ a stack of elongatedv and flex 
ible blanks supportedlin-the blank tray in vertically tilted 
position, have a decided tendency to outbow along their 
longitudinal lengths, making it di?icult to' grip and engage 
onlyathe endmost blank in a manner‘to remove the same 
from the blank stack for disposition on the blank conveyor. 
As a result, two or more ‘adhered blanks are often removed 
and deposited, or no blank is deposited on~the‘ blank con 
veyor. Such outbowing ?exure of the elongated blanks 
when stacked and supported on tliebottom edges thereof 
often‘results from the ‘bowed set which the'blanksihave 
assumed'from previous stacking,.or‘as a ‘result of surface 
irregularities, or as a result of scoring previously applied 
to the blanks, or as a result of the inherent ?exibility char 
acteristics of the material from :which‘the elongated‘ blanks 
are formed. Devices presently employed‘ for feedingsuc 
cessive endmost'blanks‘ from a blank'pile‘ stackedion- edge 
and in tilted ‘i position, in ‘the ‘blankL‘tray‘are also: rendered 
inoperative or unreliable ‘in operation when. more ‘than .a 
relatively few blanks are stacked in the tray, ‘because of 
the pressure which theweight ofnthe following‘, blanks exert 
on the endmost blank to be removed. 

This invention is directed .to the provision _of blank 
feeding apparatus operative to separate successive send 
most‘blanks ,from ‘an edge-stacked ?le 1of similarqblanks 
of elongated form ‘and having ?exibility characteristics 
and to deposit the successive‘ endmost ‘blanksin accurate 
sequential order and in ‘any ‘desired predetermined ‘and 
uniform spaced relationship. ‘ ‘ 

Another object of this invention is to providemechanism 
for feeding elongated ?exible‘ blanks ‘operatingin synchro 
nism with a blank conveyor in a manner to, insurerany 
desired and selective spacing deposition of the successive 
separate blanks onto the ‘blank conveyor. 

Another object of ‘this invention is to provide.’ an‘im 
proved method and ‘apparatus for positively and succes 
sively withdrawing and ejecting the endmost ‘blank from 
a pile of blanks supported on edge in~inclined position 
in a blank supporting tray, irrespective of ‘the number of 
blanks which are stacked-‘in thetray. 

Other objects; and advantages of :thisinvention willvbe 
come apparent as the disclosure proceeds. 
‘Although the-characteristic features =ofathis invention 

Will ‘ bemarticularlylpqintedl out in the claims, the inven 
tion itself, and the manner in which it may be carried 
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‘out, may be better understood by referring to‘v the‘follow 
ing description taken in connection with the accompanying 
drawings forming a part hereof, in which 

‘Fig. 1 is a side elevational view of the blank feeding 
apparatus in association with one end of a- blank‘conveyor, 
certain parts being shown in section to revealstructural 
details; 

Fig. 2 is a plan-view of one ‘form of elongated ?exible 
blank on which the blank feeding‘ apparatus of- this in 
vention is adapted to operate; 

‘Fig. ‘3 is ‘a transverse ‘ vertical section of‘ the *blank 
feeding apparatus and associated conveyor‘ as'the‘same 
would appear when viewed‘along line 3—3l‘of-‘Fig. :1; 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary horizontal cross sectional‘view 
of the blank feeding apparatus as the samewould‘ appear 
‘when viewed along‘line 4~—4 of Fig.‘ l, thisview showing 
the endmost blank of the blank stack ‘in dot and -‘da‘sh“lines 
as'ithwould appear when in process‘ of removal from'the 
blank stack‘ and outbowed along‘ its vertical axis; 
‘Fig. 5 is a diagrammatic cross section of the'upper ‘and 

lower‘ blank picker-rolls and a fragmentary cross‘section 
of the blank stack to be successively ‘removedjfrom .the 
‘blank supporting tray; 

Fig. ‘6 is another ‘ ‘diagrammatic cross section of'the 
paired blank picker rolls in process ‘of removing theiend~ 
most ‘blank from ' the blank‘ stack; 

.‘Fig. 7 is a further diagrammatic'cross section of" the 
paired blank picker rolls as the same would appear when 
the endmost blank has been released from the‘ lower picker 
rolland in process of discharge onto the blank" conveyor; 

Fig.‘ 8 is a diagrammatic view of the power drive‘which 
may be employed to drive the blankppickerrolls and 
blank conveyor in operating synchronism; 

‘Fig. ‘9~is ‘a verticalcross section'of a modi?ed‘blank 
feeding mechanism having ‘a single ‘blank picker roll 
mounted‘ in operating association with a ‘blank conveyor; 
and 

Fig. 110 ‘is a diagrammatic cross section of the single 
picker roll of Fig. 9 in process tof removing the endmost 
blank from the blank stack. 
‘Similar reference characters refer to similar "parts 

throughout the several views of'the'drawings and speci? 
cation. 

There‘is shown in Fig. '2 by‘way of illustration a plan 
viewieofione ‘form of elongated ?exible blank A made 
from paperboard or ?berboard and calipering only twenty 
to Lthirty thousandths of an‘inch in thickness ‘which the 
feeding mechanism of this invention is adapted'to ‘operate 
toseparate and‘feed successive endmost blanks from a 
blank stack ‘in positive, uniform and successive order 
onto the blank conveyor. The blank Ashownin‘Fig. 2 
is ‘particularly designed to provide a carrier for a group ‘of 
six cans measuring in‘ the order of eight inches in width 
and twenty-one inches long and which 'has substantial 
longitudinal ?exibility by reason of the serieso‘f trans 
verse scores 0 extending substantially parallelito the end 
edges b--b' thereof and between the side edges a—a' there 
of. While blank feeding aparatus may be made in accord 
ance with this invention to feed other'andldifferent'types of 
elongated ?exible blanks ‘than the‘blank shown in Fig- 12, 
the‘blank shown in Fig. 2 will be taken ‘as typical‘in 
describing the operation of the'blank feeding apparatus 
of this invention. 
The improved blank feeding apparatus of this invention 

comprises a blank supporting tray 10 as shownin Figs. 
1, 3 and 4, supported upon vertically’ inclined front ‘.frame 
members 11 which may be swingably conne‘cted'as ‘by 
hinge. pins 12 to a frame structuresucih' as the vertical'end 
posts 61 associated with the blank‘ conveyor. The‘rupper 
end ofeach of the =inclinedtframe‘ members 11 maybe 
adjustablyattached'tosapair of‘ inclined bracing ‘struts 13, 
one end of which is attached to the framework of the ma~ 
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chine and the other end provided with a series of spaced 
attaching holes 13’ to which a securing bolt 13" may be 
selectively inserted to thereby permit adjustment of the 
adjacent frame member 11 to any desired inclination. The 
tray framework may comprise a bottom frame member 
14 suitably connected to the inclined frame members 11 
adjacent the lower ends thereof, a rear frame member 16 
and a pair of spaced side frame members 15 secured to 
the front frame member 14- and the rear frame member 
16. Thus the front frame member 14, side framemem 
bers 15 and rear frame member 16 provide a rigid bottom 
framework for the blank supporting tray. 
To protect the bottom horizontal edge of the blank 

stack, a false bottom member 17 is provided which may 
be made of sheet metal and may be supported upon and 
secured to the bottom frame members l4, l5 and 16. 
The blank stack placed in the tray rests on an inclined 
slide plate 18 extending longitudinally of the tray and 
?xed to and supported upon the false bottom member 17. 
It will be noted by referring to Fig. 4 that the slide plate 
18 is relatively narrow in width so that only a relatively 
narrow length of the bottom edge of the blanks is sup 
ported thereon, thereby reducing friction between the 
supporting slide plate and the blank stack so that the blank 
stack will readily slide forward on the inclined slide plate 
'18 as the successive endmost blanks are removed. 

The blank supporting tray is also provided with side 
.panels 19 of any desired height which may be formed of 
sheet metal and secured as by clips 20 to the vertically 
inclined frame members 11 as shown in Fig. 4 so that the 
inside face of each side panel 19 presents a substantially 
?ush surface 19' with the adjacent inside face of the in 
clined frame members 11. To strengthen the construc 
tion, a pair of bracing bars 21 may be secured at one end 
thereof by a connecting pin or bolt 21' to the upper end 
of the adjacent inclined frame members 11 and similarly 
secured at the other end thereof as by a connecting pin or 
bolt 21" to the rear end of the side frame members 15. 
To further guide the forward movement of the blank 

stack within the blank supporting tray 10, a horizontally 
extending blank guiding bar 22 may be provided as shown 
more particularly in Figs. 1 and 3 which presents an in 
clined guide leg 22' whose front horizontal edge is in close 
proximity to the upper horizontal edge of the endmost 
blank. The guide bar 22 may be adjustably mounted on 
spaced brackets 23 adjustably secured as by screws 23' to 
the adjacent inclined frame members 11. The inside face 
19’ of the side panels 19 and adjacent inside face of the 
inclined frame members 11 are so spaced as to comfort 
ably receive the elongated blanks A therebetween but to 
nevertheless maintain the blanks in the stack in true align 
ment without imposing friction on the end edges b-b' of 
the blanks or otherwise impede the normal forward slid 
ing movement of the blank stack as the successive end 
most blanks are removed. 
To maintain the forwardly inclined endmost blank in 

proper operative position within the tray until positively 
removed therefrom by mechanism which will be presently 
described, a pair of semicircular retaining ribs 25 are pro 
vided at the forward end of the tray as shown in Figs. 1, 
3 and 4 which have an overall length somewhat less than 
the overall vertical height of the blanks contained in the 
blank tray. Each retaining rib 25 is secured to a mount 
ing bracket 26 which may be angular in form and which 
presents a blank guiding leg 27 whose interior face 27' is 
substantially ?ush with the inside face of the adjacent 
inclined frame member 11. Each of the mounting 
brackets 26 is also provided with an attaching leg 28 
which is suitably secured to the adjacent inclined frame 
member 11. Each of the semicircular retaining ribs 25. 
shown in Fig. 3, is secured to the inside face of the guide 
leg 27 of the mounting bracket and adjacent the free edge 
of the guide leg 27. Thus the semicircular retaining ribs 
25 normally provide abutments against which the vertical 
end edges b-—b’ of the endmost blank is designed to abut 

4 . 

and thereby retain the endmost’ blank in forwardly in 
__ clined position ,within the tray until forciblygremoved 
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An important feature of this invention is the PI‘OVISIOII 
of mechanism for positively and successively removing 
only the endmost blank from a stack of elongated ?exible 
blanks contained within and supported by an inclined 
blank tray of the general type above described. This 
mechanism may comprise an upper blank picker rod or 
roll 30 and a lower blank picker roll 35 as shown in Figs. 
1, 3 and 4 and which may be made of steel or other metal‘. 
The upper blank picker roll 30 may be formed integral 
with or mounted on a separate mounting shaft 31 extend 
ing horizontally adjacent the upper edge of the endmost 
blank. The picker shaft 31 is journaled in spaced bear 
ing blocks 32 which may be secured to the adjacent in 
clined frame members 11. One of the ends of the picker 
shaft 31 projects through the adjacent bearing block 32 
and has a driven sprocket 33 secured to the projecting 
end thereof. 
The lower blank picker roll 35 extends horizontally 

along and directly adjacent the lower horizontal edge of 
the endmost blank of the blank stack and may be formed 
integral with or suitably secured directly to a mounting 
shaft 36 journaled in spaced bearing blocks 37 secured 
to the adjacent inclined frame members 11. The picker 
shaft 36 has an end portion which projects through one 
of the bearing blocks and has a driven sprocket 38 at 
tached thereto. 
As shown more particularly in Figs. 3 and 4, the upper 

and lower blank picker rolls 30 and 35 are centered with 
respect to the longitudinal length of the endmost blank 
and have a length which may be varied in accordance with 
the longitudinal length of the blank and its ?exibility char 
acteristics. It has been found advantageous to make the 
length of the blank picker rolls 30 and 35 in the approxi 
mate order of one-half the length of the blank but may 
vary between one-fourth to three-fourths of the blank 
length. The terminal ends of the blank picker rolls 30 
and 35 should be spaced some distance from the blank re 
taining ribs 25. The diameter of the blank picker rolls 
30 and 35 should be relativelysmall in comparison to the 

_ blanks to be removed from the blank supporting tray. 
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Thus the diameter of the picker rolls 30 and 35 may be 
in the order of one-twentieth to one-?fth of the width of 
the blank, and a preferable diameter in the order of one 
eighth to one-twelfth of the width of the blank. 

1It will also be noted by referring to Figs. 5, 6 and 7 
that the horizontal axis of the upper and lower picker 
rolls 30 and 35 is positioned approximately in the plane 
of the respective upper and lower horizontal edges of the 
blank stack and so located that the upper edge a of the 
endmost blank normally rests against and is supported 
by the convolute shaped peripheral surface 30’ of the 
upper picker roll 30, with the lower horizontal edge a’ 
of the endmost blank in supporting contact with the con 
volute shaped surface 35’. By referring to Figs. 5, 6 
and 7, it will also be noted that the discharge end 18’ of 
the slide plate 18 terminates short of the lower horizontal 
edge of the endmost blank A so that the endmost blank 
no longer rests on the discharge end 18' of the slide plate 
18, but only the following blanks are so supported. The 
endmost blank is nevertheless temporarily retained in 
aligned association with the following blanks by the 
inner abutment edge 25' to the semicircular retaining ribs 
25 and by the convolute peripheral surfaces 30’ and 35’ 
of the upper and lower picker rolls 30 and 35. 

It ‘will be noted that the convolute peripheral surface 
30' of the upper picker roll 30 is provided with a shoulder 
30” extending substantially radially of the roll and has 
a radial length which closely approximates the thickness 
of the blank to be fed. The convolute surface 35' of 
the lower picker roll 35 is also provided with a similar 
radially extending shoulder 35" whose radial length 
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also "approximately equal {to ‘the thickness of-‘the “blank Lto 
‘be‘fed. 

‘It will also be ‘noted by referring to Figs. 5 and 7 that 
the-upper‘and lower picker ‘rolls 30»and 35 rotate in oppo 
sitedirections and in timed relationship so that the radial 
shoulder 35" of theclockwise rotated zlower picker roll 
35 will strike the lower horizontal edge of ‘thewendmost 
blank slightly in :advance ‘of engagement ibetween the 
radial shoulder 30" of the counterclockwise rotated upper 
picker roll 30 and the upper horizontal edge of ‘the end 
most blank. Thus the clockwise and counterclockwise 
rotation of the lower and upper picker rollst'dlliand :35 .is 
so synchronizedythat the radial shoulder 35".:0f31the: lower 
rollwill contact‘the lower horizontal edge of the endmost 
blank and give the blanka slight upwardly lifting move 
ment so as to thereby break “the adhesion between the 
endmost ‘blank and adjacent ‘following blank before the 
radial shoulder :30" of‘the upper roll engages‘the upper 
horizontal edge of the endmost ‘blank. 
‘Upon continued.counterclockwise and clockwise .rota 

tion of the upper and lower ,picker rolls 30 and35, the 
top and bottom horizontal edges of the endmost blank 
will be' ?rmly gripped by the roll shoulders 35” and 30" 
to thereby buckle the blank outwardly, as illustrated in 
Fig. v6. ‘During continued buckling ~movement of the 
endmost blank, the end edges b--b' thereof are drawn 
over the crown bulge 25” of the retaining ‘ribs '25 and 
thus freed fromfurther abutment support and are thence 
forth supported only by 'the pickershoulders 30" and 
35” of the upper and lowerrolls. When the lower picker 
roll 35 has been rotated “to the approximate position 
shown in Fig. 6, the ‘lower horizontal edge of the longi 
tudinally buckled blank will snap loose from the lower 
roll 35, thereby causing the endmost ‘blank to re?atten 
to its originally approximately?at condition as shown in 
Fig. 7. The dispensed blank will then drop ‘onto the 
blank conveyor associated with the blank feeding mecha 
nism without further assistance. 

It will also be noted by referring to ,Fig. 6 that as the 
endmost blank has been firmly gripped by the picker 
shoulders 30" and 35" of the upper ‘and lower rolls, the 
next adjacent blank is free to slide forwardly in the blank 
tray beyond the dischargeend 18' of theslideplate 18, 
and the end edges b—b’ of the endmost blank thus moved 
into abutment with the inner abutment edge 25’ ofthe 
retaining ribs 25, and with the upper and lower hori 
zontal edges of the .blank also moved into supported 
abutment against the :convolute peripheries .30’ and 35' 
of the upper and lower picker rolls. It will be noted ‘by 
referring to Figs. 4 and 6, “that the endmost blank is 
progressively outbowed along both its horizontal and ver~ 
tical axes until ?nally released by the rotating ‘picker 
rolls 3%) and 35 and the-end abutment ribs 25. By driv 
ing the upper and lower blank picker rolls v30 and 35 in 
timed relationship as above indicated, thesuccessive end 
most blanks may be positively removed from ‘the blank 
stack in successive order and at high speed irrespective 
of the length or the ?exibility characteristics of the blanks 
in the blank tray. The blank picker rolls 30 and 35 are 
driven in timed synchronism with the blank conveyor 40 
so as to successively remove endmost blanks in a positive 
manner and deposit the‘same in‘successive order on the 
blank conveyor in accordance with any desired but uni 
form spacing. 

‘It will be noted that the blank feeding apparatus illus 
trated in Figs. 1, 3 and 4 has the blank supporting‘tray 
10 thereof downwardly inclined in the direction of move" 
ment of the blank supporting run of the blank conveyor. 
When the blank tray is so arranged, it is desirable to em 
ploy upper and lower blank ‘picker rolls 30 and 35 as 
above described. However, the blanksupporting tray‘ 10 
may be downwardly inclined in a- direction opposite to the 
travel of the blank receiving run of the .blankconveyor 
as shown in‘Fig. 9, and which requires thecuse of an 
upper "blank‘picker roll only. ‘The .blanksupportiu'g tray 
10 associated‘with the 'blank‘fee‘ding apparatus shown in 
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*Fig. ~19 may ‘be similar in construction ,‘to‘ thelfblank tray‘ 
shown 1 in ‘Figs. ‘ land '3 and above described, except" that 
‘the discharge end 18’ of the slide plate‘1‘8‘ projects :asuf 
?cient distance ‘to “provide temporary support for the 
‘lower horizontal edge a’ ‘of the ‘endmost blank _as it is 
‘being buckled ‘by the upper ‘picker roll 30 preceding com 
plete discharge‘ofthe endmost blank ‘from the tray. 

‘As shown ‘in Figs. ‘9 and 10, the upper picker -rol1'30 
is ‘mounted on a shaft 31 to which the driven sprocket 
33 is attached as"heretofore‘described. The ‘upper ‘hori 
.zontal edge of the endmost blank is initially supported 
by ‘the convolute peripheral surface 30’ of the ‘upper 
picker roll 30 until-engaged ‘bythe radial picker ‘shoulder 
30” during clockwise rotation of the upper picker‘roll 
30 as shown in Figs. 9 and 10. "Whentthe upper horizontal 
edge of the endmost blank‘ has been engaged bythe ‘radial 
shoulder 30", the lower horizontaledge of the blank 
is compressed against the discharge end 181' of the slide 
plate \18,\causing the endmost blank to ‘buckle during 
continued rotation of the upper‘picker roll 30 as ‘shown 
in‘IFigs.‘9 and 110. When ‘the upper picker roll has been 
rotated to ‘the approximate position shown in Fig. 10, 
the upperedge of the blank will snap out of engagement 
with the roll, and in its thus re?attened condition, will 
drop as a dispensed blank onto-the oppositely moving 
blank‘r-eceiving run of ‘the conveyor. As soon as the 
upper ‘edge of the endmost blank has been gripped by the 
radial shoulder 30'', the ‘horizontal edge of the next 
adjacent blank drops into (supported position against ‘the 
convolute periphery 30' of the‘picker roll v30‘until the 
roll has made a complete ‘revolution. The longitudinal 
buckling .of the'endmost blank to the ‘approximate posi 
tion shown in Fig. 10(serves to withdraw the end edges 
b~—b' of the ‘blank from supported engagement by the 
blank ‘abutment ribs 25, whereupon the edges b‘——*b' of 
the‘next adjacent blank vwill move into ‘supported posi 
tion against the semicircular ribs 25. 

It will thus be noted‘ that this improved blank'feeding 
apparatus may be equipped and successfully operated by 
the-use of only a single blank picker roll 30 whose hori 
zontal axis is approximately in the plane of the upper 
horizontaliedge a of the blank stack as shownin Figs. 9 
and 110, or the‘ apparatus may be equipped with two‘blank 
picker rolls 30 and 35 whose horizontal axes extendysub 
stantially in the plane of the upper horizontal edge a 
and the lower horizontal‘ edge a’ respectively of the blank 
stack. 
The ‘improved blank‘feeding apparatus of thisinvention 

maybe ‘associated with any desired type of blank con 
veyor. As fragmentarily illustrated in ‘Figs. ‘1, 3 and 9 
and diagrammatically illustrated in Fig. 8, the blank con~ 
veyor 40 may comprise any suitable conveyor or belt 41 
having transversely extending ‘blank guides 42 secured 
thereto ‘which serve to align the blanks as: successively 
dropped on the belt. The conveyor‘belt may be trained 
around a belt supporting drum 43 supported on a shaft 
44 at the feed end of the conveyor, anda belt supporting 
drum 45 ?xed to a shaft 46 at the discharge-end of the 
conveyor, the drum supporting shafts 44 and 46 being 
journaled in suitable bearings ?xed to the framework of 
the conveyor. 
Each of the conveyor belt supporting drums 43-45 

may be similar in construction and‘may assume various 
forms. vFor example,_the .belt supporting drums ‘maybe 
constructed as shown in Figs. 1 and 3 to provide‘an inter 
mediate drum section.48:and a pair of end drum sections 
54 arrangedin spaced ‘relation. to the intermediateldrum 
section. The intermediate drum section 48may: be formed 
by a pair of polygonal shaped side plates 49 ?xed ‘to ‘a 
hub portion .50 which is in turnwsecured as by a spline 
50' to the ‘drum-shaft. The sideplates 49 maybe sep 
arated ‘by spacing collars 51¢and .the'platessecured to 
gether by the bolts 52. Each of the end drum sections 
54 maybe formedibyl aside wall SShavins alpolygonal 
shaped drum ‘?ange 56 and a hub‘ portion '57 secured as 
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.by avset screw 57' to the drum shaft. 'I'herside plates 
49"forming‘the intermediate drum section 48, and the 
polygonal drum ?anges v56 of the end drum sections 54, 
may be provided with aligned grooves 58 extending trans 
versely across the peripheries thereof and designed to re 
ceive the spaced and transversely extending cleats 59 se 
cured to the underside of the blank conveyor belt 41 to 
thereby prevent slippage of the blank conveyor and assure 
movement of the blank conveyor belt in timed synchro 
nism .with the blank picker rolls 30 and 35. 

The framework 60 of the belt-conveyor may be of 
any desired construction, and as shown in Figs. 1 and 3, 
may comprise supporting posts 61 connected by longi 
tudinal extending side frames 62 which are in turn con 
nected by cross frames 63 positioned between the belt . 
supporting drums 43 and 45 at the head and discharge 
endsof the conveyor. Support for the drum shafts 44—-46 
may be provided by a pair of channel shaped beams 64 
secured to the cross frames 63, with each end of each 
channel beam 64 projecting between the adjacent inter 
mediate drum section 48 and the adjacent end drum sec 
tion 54 as shown in Fig. 1. An underslung bearing bracket 
65 may be secured at each end of each of the channel 
beams 64 as by ‘securing bolts 65' shown in Fig. 3. Each 
underslung bearing bracket 65 may be provided with a 
bearing sleeve 66 which provides a bearing journal for 
the drum shaft. As thus constructed, the belt supporting 
drums 43—45 are free to rotate without interference 
from the supporting framework. 

In the event the belt conveyor is of considerable length, 
the upper blank supporting run of the conveyor belt 41 
may be suitably supported to prevent sagging thereof. 
As shown by way of example in Fig. l, a series of spaced 
cross bars 67 may be secured in spaced relation to the 
longitudinal extending channel beams 64. A belt sup 
porting plate 68, secured to the cross bars 67, provides 
support for the upper run of the blank conveyor belt and 
prevents sagging thereof. The blank conveyor may also 
be provided with side walls 69 extending along the upper 
run of the conveyor belt to guide the end edges b-b' 
of the blanks during travel on the conveyor belt. 
As indicative of the numerous forms in which the belt 

supporting drums may be made, there is shown in Fig. 9 
a cylindrical belt supporting drum 43 at the head end 
of the machine which has a friction surface 47 around 
the periphery thereof which serves to grip the conveyor 
belt to prevent slippage thereof, and which permits elimi 
nation of transverse driving cleats 59 on the underside 
of the belt. The belt supporting drum at the discharge 
end of the conveyor may also be provided with a friction 
lsurface 47 and may be constructed similar to the belt 
supporting drum at the head end of the conveyor as shown 
in Fig. 9. Where cylindrical belt supporting drums are 
used, a conveyor framework of any desired construction 
may. be employed to provide journaled support for the 
drum shafts. 

The paired blank picker rolls 30 and 35 as shown in 
Figs. 1 to 8 inclusive, or the single blank picker roll 
30 shown in Figs. 9 and 10, are preferably driven in 
synchronism with the movement of the upper blank re 
ceiving run of the conveyor belt 41 and from a common 
power source. As diagrammatically illustrated in Fig. 8, 
driving synchronism between the conveyor belt 41 and 
the blank picker rolls may be obtained by providing a 
common driving motor 70 and associated gear reducer 71 
which drives a sprocket 72. The driving sprocket 72 is 
connected as by chain 73 to a driven sprocket 74 ?xed to 
a horizontally extending shaft 75 journaled in bearing 
brackets 76 which may be attached to the supporting posts 
61 of the conveyor. The conveyor shaft 75 may be pro 
vided with a worm 77 which meshes with a worm wheel 
78 ?xed to the drum shaft 46 at the discharge end of 
the conveyor, thereby providing a power drive for the belt 
conveyor. 
A helical gear 79 may be attached to the other end 
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of the‘ conveyor shaft'75 which serves to drive the single 
blank picker roll 30 of Fig. 9, or the paired blank picker 
rolls 30 and 35 of Fig. 1, through suitable drive transmis 
sion. For example, the helical gear 79 may mesh with 
a transfer helical gear 80 as shown in Fig. 3 ?xed to ya 
stub shaft 81 journaled in a bearing block 82 attached 
to the adjacent side frame 62 of the conveyor. A drive 
sprocket 83 is ?xed to the outer end of the stub shaft 82 
and receives a drive chain 84 which‘ is also trained around 
the picker roll'sprocket 33 of Fig. 9, or around the paired 
picker roll sprockets 33 and 38 in the construction shown 
in Figs. 1 and 3. An idler sprocket 85 suitably ?xed to 
a stub shaft 86 journaled in a supporting bracket 87 
attached to the adjacent supporting post 61 of the con 
veyor, may be provided to maintain the desired driving 
tension on the drive chain 84. 
By a proper proportioning of the sprockets and driving 

connections, it will be appreciated that the upper run of 
the blank conveyor may be advanced at any desired speed 
relative to the rotation of the upper and lower blank picker 
rolls 30 and 35 to thereby establish any desired and pre 
determined spacing deposition of the blanks on the upper 
blank receiving run of the conveyor. - 

In the form of the invention illustrated in Figs. 1 to 8 
inclusive, it will be noted by referring to Fig. 7 that the 
endmost blank as released from the lower picker roll 35 
drops downward in a forwardly inclined direction. The 
transverse blank guides 42 on the conveyor belt may be 
so adjusted that the lower horizontal edge a’ of the dis 
pensed blank falls into abutment against an upwardly 
rising and forwardly advancing transverse blank guide 
which thus serves as an abutment therefor. The dis 
pensed blank will then fall downwardly to rest on that 
section of the conveyor belt directly ahead of the blank 
guide 42 against which the lower horizontal edge a’ of 
the blank rests, the directly preceding blank guide 42 
being suf?ciently spaced from the upper horizontal 
edge a of the dispensed blank so as not to interfere with 
the ?at deposition thereof on the conveyor belt. By an 
appropriate spacing of the transverse blank guides 42 
on the conveyor belt 41, and by driving the conveyor belt 
at a predetermined speed relative to the blank ejecting 
rotation of the blank picker rolls 30 and 35, successive 
blanks may be deposited on the upper run of the con 
veyor belt in any desired spaced relationship. If desired, 
the conveyor may also be provided with suitable drag 
devices to sweep the top horizontal edge a of the blank 
into ?rm abutment against the adjacent transverse blank 
guide 42. 

In the form of the invention shown in Figs. 9 and 10, 
the upper horizontal edge a of the dispensed blank drops 
to approximately horizontal position before the lower 
horizontal edge a’ thereof drops loose from the discharge 
end 18’ of the slide plate 18 of the blank supporting tray. 
As shown in Fig. 9, the transverse blank guides 42 ?xed 
to the conveyor belt 41 are so spaced, and the traveling 
speed of the upper run of the belt is so synchronized with 
the rotating movement of the upper picker roll 30, that 
the upper horizontal edge a of the dispensed blank will 

. fall slightly in advance of the adjacent blank guide 42. 
When the dispensed blank has been deposited on the con 
veyor belt 41 as shown in Fig. 9, suitable friction means 
may be provided to drag the horizontal edge a of the dis 
pensed blank into uniform abutment against the following 

- transverse blank guide 42. 

It will be noted by referring to Figs. 1 and 9 that the 
blank supporting tray 10 may be adjusted by means of 
the adjusting struts 13, to place the slide plate 18 which 
supports the bottom edge of the blank stack in any desired 

' inclined position. By thus adjusting the inclination of the 

7.5 

blank supporting slide plate 18, the pushing pressure ex 
erted on the endmost blank in process of removal by the 
weight of the following blanks in the blank stack may be 
kept substantially uniform, irrespective of the number of 
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blanks: which are stacked into the tray. Thus, wherea 
large number of blanks are to be stacked into the tray, 
the inclination of the blank tray will be adjusted so as 
to place the blank supporting slide plate 18 at a lesser 
inclination than in the case where a relatively few blanks 
are stacked in the tray. By this adjustment, the pressure 
exerted by theupper horizontal edge of the endmost. blank 
against the upper blank ejection roll 30 as shown in Figs. 
1 to 9, as well as the pressure exerted by the bottom hori 
zontal edge of the endmost blank against the bottom ejec 
tion roll 35 as shown in Fig. 1, may be maintained sub“ 
stantially uniform, thereby insuring positive withdrawal 
and ejection of successive endmost blanks from the blank 
stack, irrespective of the number of blanks which are 
stacked in the blank tray. 

Blank feeding apparatus operating in synchronized 
association with any form or kind of blank conveyor may 
be constructed in accordance with the teachings of this 
invention to separate endmost blanks in successive and 
rapid order from a blank stack and deposit the same in 
uniform spaced relationship on the blank conveyor. 
Blank feeding apparatus may be provided in accordance 
with this invention to positively separate, eject and de 
posit almost any kind and form of blank, including elon 
gated blanks which have serious ?exure and bowing 
characteristics, and which are particularly difficult to 
separate and deposit on a blank conveyor in successive 
and uniform order. The blank feeding apparatus of this 
invention is simple in design and construction, has rela 
tively few moving parts, and is designed to permit re 
placement and substitution of picker rolls of varying 
diameters and‘ lengths, with picker shoulders of varying 
radial depth, and best suited to the separation and feed 
ing of individual blanks from a blank stack whose blanks 
are of various lengths, thickness and ?exibility character 
istics. 

While certain novel features of this invention have 
been disclosed herein and are pointed out in the claims, 
it will be understood that various omissions, substitutions 
and changes may be made by those skilled in the art 
without departing from the spirit of this invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of successively removing the endmost 

blank from a stack of blanks which includes, supporting 
the. bottom edges of the blank stack on a supporting 
surface, releasably supporting the end edges of the end 
most blank in upwardly extending and forwardly inclined 
position with the upper side edge of the endmost blank 
forwardly overhanging the bottom side edge thereof to 
thereby retain the blank stack in upwardly extending for 
wardly inclined position, and while releasably support— 
ing the end edges of the endmost blank, applying a for 
wardly directed blank compressing force. against the upper 
horizontal side edge of the endmost blank at only edge 
points which are inwardly spaced from the releasably 
supported end edges of the blank to thereby outbow the 
endmost blank along both its horizontal and vertical axes 
a sufficient extent to elfectuate separation of the end 
most blank from the next adjacent blank and inward 
withdrawal of the end edges of the endmost blank from 
supported position. 

2. The method of successively removing the endmost 
blank from a stack of blanks which includes, supporting 
the bottom edges of the blank stack on a supporting sur 
face, releasably supporting the end edges of the endmost 
blank in upwardly extending and forwardly inclined ‘posi 
tion with the upper side edge of the endmost blank over 
hanging the bottom side edge thereof to thereby retain 
the blank stack in upwardly extending forwardly inclined 
position, and while releasably supporting the end edges 
of the endmost blank, applying a ‘forwardly directed 
blank compressing force against the top and bottom side 
edges ‘of the endmost blank at only edge‘ points which are 
inwardly spaced from the releasably supported end edges 
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10 
of the, blank to thereby outbow the endmost blank along 
both its‘ horizontal and vertical axes a su?icient extent to 
effectuate separation of the endmost blank from the next 
adjacent blank and inward Withdrawal of the end edges 
of the endmost blank from supported position. 

3. The method of successively removing the endmost 
blank from a stack of blanks which includes, supporting 
the bottom edges of the blank stack on a forwardly in 
clined supporting surface, releasably supporting the end 
edges of the endmost blank in upwardly extending and 
forwardly inclined position with the upper side edge of 
the endmost blank overhanging the bottom side edge 
thereof to thereby retain the blank stack in upwardly ex 
tending forwardly inclined position, and while releasably 
supporting the end edges of the endmost blank, applying 
a downwardly and forwardly directed force against the 
upper horizontal side edge of the endmost blank at only 
edge points which are inwardly spaced from the releas 
ably supported end edges of the blank to thereby outbow 
the endmost blank along both its horizontal and vertical 
axes a sufficient extent to effectuate separation of the 
endmost blank from the next adjacent blank and inward 
withdrawal of the end edges of the endmost blank from 
supported position. 

4. A method of successively removing the endmost 
blank from a stack of blanks which includes, supporting 
the bottom edges of the blank stack on an inclined sup 
porting surface, releasably supporting the end edges of‘ 
the endmost blank in upwardly extending and forwardly 
inclined, position with the upper side edge of the endmost 
blank forwardly overhanging the bottom side edge there 
of to thereby retain the blank stack in upwardly extending 
forwardly inclined position, and while releasably sup 
porting the end edges of the endmost blank, applying an 
upwardly and forwardly directed force against the bot 
tom side edge of the endmost blank and substantially 
simultaneously applying a downwardly and forwardly di 
rected force against the upper side edge of the endmost 
blank at only edge points which are inwardly spaced from 
the releasably supported end edges of the endmost blank 
to thereby outbow the endmost blank along both its hori 
zontal and vertical axes a su?icient extent to effectuate 
separation of the endmost blank from the next adjacent 
blank and inward withdrawal of the end edges of the 
end-most blank from supported position. 

5. Apparatus for successively removing the endmost 
blank from a stack of blanks which includes, an inclined 
member for supporting the bottom edges of the blank 
stack, a pair of upwardly extending and forwardly in 
clined, abutment means designed to releasably engage the 
opposite end edges of the endmost blank and releasably 
retain the endmost stack in upwardly extending and for 
wardly inclined position with the upper side edge of the 
endmost blank forwardly overhanging the bottom side 
edge thereof and thereby retain the blank stack in up» 
wardly extending forwardly inclined position, rotatable 
means operative to engage a horizontal side edge of the 
endmost blank at only edge points which are inwardly 
spaced from the releasably supported end edges of the 
endmost blank, and means for driving said rotatable 
means while the end edges of the endmost blank are re 
leasably supported by said abutment means to thereby 
outbow the endmost blank along both its horizontal and 
vertical axes a sufficient extent to effectuate separation 
of the endmost blank from the next adjacent blank and 
inward withdrawal of the end edges thereof from en 
gagement with said abutment means. 

6. Apparatus for successively removing the endmost 
blank from a stack of blanks which includes, a forwardly 
inclined member for supporting the bottom edges of the 
blank stack, a pair of upwardly extending and forwardly 
inclined abutment elements designed to releasably en 
gage the opposite end edges of the endmost blank and 
releasably retain the endmost blank in upwardly extend 
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ing and forwardly inclined position with the upper side 
edge of the endmost blank forwardly overhanging the 
bottom side edge thereof and thereby retain the blank 
stack in upwardly extending forwardly inclined position, 
rotatable means operative to engage the upper side edge 
of the endmost blank at only edge points which are in 
wardly spaced from the releasably supported end edges 
of the endmost blank, and means for driving said rotat 
able means while the end edges of the endmost blank 
are releasably supported by said abutment elements to 
thereby outbow the endmost blank along both its hori 
zontal and vertical axes a sufficient extent to effectuate 
separation of the endmost blank from the next adjacent 
blank and inward withdrawal of the end edges thereof 
from engagement with said abutment elements. 

7. Apparatus for successively removing the endmost 
blank from a stack of blanks which includes, an inclined 
bottom member for supporting the bottom edges of the 
blank stack, a pair of upwardly extending and forwardly 
inclined abutment elements designed to releasably en 
gage the opposite end edges of the endmost blank and 
releasably retain the endmost blank in upwardly extend 
ing and forwardly inclined position with the upper side 
edge of the endmost blank forwardly overhanging the 
bottom side edge thereof and thereby retain the blank 
stack in upwardly extending forwardly inclined position, 
means for limiting the upward movement of the endmost 
blank, rotatable means operative to engage the bottom 
side edge of the endmost blank at only edge points which 
are inwardly spaced from the releasably supported end 
edges of the endmost blank, and means for driving said 
rotatable means while the end edges of the endmost blank 
are releasably supported by said abutment elements to 
thereby outbow the endmost blank along both its hori 
zontal and vertical axes a‘ su?icient extent to effectuate 
separation of the endmost blank from the next adjacent 
blank and inward withdrawal of the end edges thereof 
from engagement with said abutment elements. 

8. Apparatus for successively removing the endmost , 
blank from a stack of blanks which includes, a forwardly 
inclined bottom member for supporting the bottom edges 
of the blank stack, a pair of upwardly extending and 
forwardly inclined abutment elements designed to releas 
ably engage the opposite end edges of the endmost blank 
and releasably retain the endmost blank in upwardly ex 
tending and forwardly inclined position with the upper 
side edge of the endmost blank forwardly overhanging 
the bottom side edge thereof and thereby retain the blank 
stack in upwardly extending forwardly inclined position, 
spaced rotatable means operative to engage the upper 
and lower side edges of the endmost blank and apply a 
forward ?exing force to the endmost blank at only edge 
points which are inwardly spaced from the releasably 
supported end edges of the endmost blank, and means 
for driving said rotatable means in opposite directions 
while the end edges of the endmost blank are releasably 
supported by said abutment elements to thereby outbow 
the endmost blank along both its horizontal and vertical 
axes a su?icient extent to effectuate separation of the 
endmost blank from the next adjacent blank and inward 
withdrawal of the end edges thereof from engagement 
with said abutment elements and discharge the endmost 
blank between said rotatable means. 

9. Apparatus for successively removing the endmost 
blank from a stack of blanks which includes, a forwardly 
inclined bottom plate for supporting the bottom edges of 
the blank stack, side walls for guiding the forward move 
ment of the blanks in the stack, a pair of upwardly ex 
tending and forwardly inclined abutment elements de 
signed to releasably engage the end edges of the endmost 
blank and releasably retain the endmost blank in upward 
ly extending and forwardly inclined position with the 
upper side edge of the endmost blank forwardly over 
hanging the bottom side edge thereof and thereby retain 
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12 
the blank stack in upwardly extending forwardly inclined 
position, spaced rotatable members operative to engage 
the upper and lower' side edges of the endmost blank at 
only edge points which are inwardly spaced from the 
releasably supported end edges of the blank, and means 
for continuously rotating said members in opposite direc 
tions while the end edges of the endmost blank are releas 
ably supported by said abutment elements to thereby 
outbow the endmost blank along both its horizontal and 
vertical axes a suf?cient extent to effectuate separation of 
the endmost blank from the next adjacent blank and 
inward withdrawal of the end edges of the endmost blank 
from engagement with said abutment elements and dis 
charge the endmost blank between said rotatable mem 
bers. 

10. Apparatus for successively removing the endmost 
blank from a stack of blanks which includes, a stack 
holder having a forwardly inclined bottom member for 
supporting the bottom edges of the blank stack, a pair 
of upwardly extending and forwardly inclined abutment 
elements designed to releasably engage the end edges of 
the endmost blank and releasably retain the endmost 
blank in vertically extending and forwardly inclined posi 
tion with the upper side edge of the endmost blank over 
hanging the bottom side edge thereof and thereby retain 
the blank stack in upwardly extending forwardly inclined 
position, a blank picker roll having a substantially radi 
ally extending abutment shoulder in the periphery thereof 
with the ends of said abutment shoulder terminating sub 
stantially inwardly of and in spaced relation to said blank 
supporting abutment elements, said roll being rotatably 
mounted adjacent a horizontal side edge of the endmost 
blank, and means for continuously rotating said blank 
picker roll in the same direction to thereby move the 
abutment shoulder thereof into engagement with the adja 
cent horizontal side edge of the endmost blank while the 
end edges thereof are releasably supported by said abut 
ment elements and thence apply a forward flexing force 
to the endmost blank at edge points which are inwardly 
spaced from the releasably supported end edges of the 
endmost blank to thereby outbow the endmost blank 
along both its horizontal and vertical axes for a su?icient 
extent to withdraw the end edges thereof from engage 
ment with said end abutment elements. 

11. Apparatus for successively removing the endmost 
blank from a stack of blanks which includes, a stack 
holder having a bottom member for supporting the bot 
tom edges of the blank stack, abutment means designed 
to releasably engage the end edges of the endmost blank 
and releasably retain the endmost blank in upwardly ex 
tending and forwardly inclined position, a blank picker 
roll having a substantially radially extending abutment 
shoulder Whose radial depth is substantially equal to the 
thickness of a single blank and whose ends terminate 
substantially inwardly of and in spaced relation to said 
abutment means, means for rotatably mounting said 
picker roll adjacent a horizontal side edge of the end 
most blank with the periphery of said roll in a position 
to provide an abutment support for the adjacent hori 
zontal side edge of the endmost blank, and means for 
continuously rotating said picker roll in the same direc 
tion to thereby move the abutment shoulder thereof into 
engagement with the adjacent horizontal side edge of the 
endmost blank at edge points which are inwardly spaced 

. from the end edges of the blank while the end edges 
thereof are releasably supported by said abutment means 
and thence to apply a forward ?exing force to the end 
most blank to thereby outbow the endmost blank along 
both its horizontal and vertical axes for a sufficient ex 
tent to effect withdrawal of the end edges thereof from 
engagement with said end abutment means. 

12. Apparatus for successively removing the endmost 
blank from a stack of blanks which includes, a stack 
holder having a forwardly inclined bottom member for 
supporting the bottom edges of the blank stack, a pair, 
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of upwardly extending and forwardly inclined abutment 
elements designed to releasably engage the opposite end 
edges of the endmost blank and releasably retain the 
endmost blank in upwardly extending and forwardly 
inclined position with the upper edge of the endmost 
blank overhanging the bottom edge thereof, a pair of 
rotatably mounted rolls each having a radially extending 
abutment shoulder on the periphery thereof whose ends 
terminate substantially inwardly of and in spaced rela 
tion to said abutment elements, said rolls being positioned 
to provide abutments for the adjacent upper and bottom 
side edges of the endmost blank, means for rotatably 
mounting said rolls adjacent the upper and bottom side 
edges of the endmost blank, and means for continuously 
rotating said rolls in opposite directions whereby the 
abutment shoulders thereof will engage the upper and 
lower side edges of the endmost blank and apply a for 
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ward ?exing force to the endmost blank along points 
inwardly spaced from the end edges of the endmost blank, 
and While the end edges of the endmost blank are releas 
ably supported by said abutment elements, to thereby 
outbow the endmost blank along both the horizontal and 
vertical axes thereof for a sui?cient extent to withdraw 
the end edges of the endmost blank from engagement 
with said end abutment elements and discharge the end 
most blank between said rolls during rotation thereof. 
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